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CAPTAIN TOM'S SEAFOOD
1265 HWY. 66 SOUTH

KERNERSVILLE
27284 34 Forsyth

JIMMY PALOUMBAS
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dishmachine 180 fish fish make unit 38 rice cooling 12:00
am walk in freezer 50

Dellanira Melo N

John Dunigan

3072 - Dunigan, John

(336) 703-3128

X

sanitizer quat 3 comp 200 fish bottom of fish make unit 40 mashed potato
cooling 12:15 am walk in freezer 53

chicken final cook 176 scallops bottom of fish make unit 40 rice cooling 12:15
am walk in freezer 40

slamon final cook 155 salmon flat top cooler drawers 39

fried white fish final cook 190 cooked mushrooms flat top cooler drawers 40

green beans final reheat 177 steak flat top cooler drawers 40

lettuce salad make unit 41 salmon patties flat top cooler drawers 40

boiled eggs salad make unit 40 oysters tag NC-101-
SS VA-724-55 0

boiled eggs bottom of salad make unit 41 cheese make unit in back near line 41

shrimp hot holding 158 sliced tomato make unit in back near line 41

gravy hot holding 160 diced tomato make unit in back near line 41

mashed potato hot holding 166 sliced tomato
bottom of make unit in back
near line 40

fish hot holding 168 slaw walk in cooler 40

white fish colding holding on ice 38 rice walk in cooler 40

oysters colding holding on ice 40 mashed potato walk in cooler 40

shrimp colding holding on ice 40 salmon walk in cooler 40

cat fish colding holding on ice 40 slaw drive upright cooler 40

shrimp fish make unit 39 mashed potato
cooling 11:30 am
started at 11:00 am

walk in freezer 120

oysters fish make unit 39 rice cooling 11:30
am started at 10:45
am

walk in freezer 89

scallops fish make unit 40 mashed potato
cooling 12:00 am walk in freezer 80

captaintomsseafood@gmail.com



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  CAPTAIN TOM'S SEAFOOD Establishment ID:  3034010058

Date:  03/16/2023  Time In:  11:15 AM  Time Out:  2:45 PM

Certifications
Name Certificate # Type Issue Date Expiration Date
Dellanira Melo N 22820951 Food Service 10/17/2022 10/17/2027

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

15 3-302.11 Packaged and Unpackaged Food - Separation, Packaging, and Segregation (P) Raw shell eggs were stacked above
ready to eat slaw in the walk in cooler. Food shall be protected from cross contamination by separation during storage,
preparation, holding, and display. CDI- Food separated and reorganized.

3-304.15 (A) Gloves, Use Limitation (P) A food employee went from handling raw fish to touching clean plates without changing
gloves or washing hands. If used, single-use gloves shall be used for only one task such as working with ready to eat food or
with raw animal food, used for no other purpose, and discarded when damaged or soiled, or when interruptions occur in the
operation. CDI: The food employee removed gloves washed hands and donned new gloves before returning to food prep.

23 3-501.18 Ready-To-Eat Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Disposition (P) One container of cooked mushrooms and
one container of cooked onions located in cooler drawers under the flat top did not have a discard or preparation date. Ready to
eat potentially hazardous foods shall be labeled with the preparation date or discard date after being held for more than 24
hours. CDI- Person in charge stated the mushrooms and cooked onions were made yesterday. The item was labeled.///// Five
containers of crab dip in the walk in cooler had a discard date of 3/13. Potentially hazardous foods shall be discarded after seven
days with the preparation date counted as day one. CDI- PIC discarded items.

28 7-206.11 Restricted Use Pesticides, Criteria (P) A bottle of a pesticide labeled as household use only was found in the back near
the empolyee bathroom. Restricted use pesticides specified under 7-202.12(C) shall meet the requirements specified in 40 CFR
152 Subpart I - Classification of Pesticides. CDI: The person in charge discarded the pesticide.

33 3-501.15 Cooling Methods (Pf) Mashed potatoes and rice were cooling in large portions in deep containers in the walk in freezer.
Cooling shall be accomplished in accordance with the time and temperature criteria specified under § 3-501.14 by using one or
more of the following methods based on the type of food being cooled: (1) Placing the food in shallow pans; (2) Separating the
food into smaller or thinner portions; (3)Using rapid cooling equipment (4) Stirring the food in a container placed in an ice water
bath; (5) Using containers that facilitate heat transfer; (6) Adding ice as an ingredient; CDI: The person in charge was educated
on cooling methods and sent an empolyee in to stir the food until it accomplished the time and temperature criteria specified
under § 3-501.14.

35 3-501.13 Thawing (Pf) The person in charge had reduced oxygen packaged salmon thawing under refrigeration without cutting or
punching the package. Reduced oxygen packaged fish that bears a label indicating that it is to be kept frozen until time of use
shall be removed from the reduced oxygen environment prior to its thawing under refrigeration. CDI: Person in charge cut the
side of the packages open.

55 6-501.11 Repairing - Premises, Structures, Attachments, and Fixtures - Methods (C) REPEAT with improvement. Low grout
throughout. Physical facilities shall be maintained in good repair.


